Organic Heirloom Wuyi Black Tea
Harvest: Hand-picked,
single small batch.
Spring 2016

Region: Songbolin,
Taiwan
Elevation: 400m

Batch Size: Single.
Heavy oxidation.
Unroasted.

Flavor: Bold, robust character with notes of chocolate and honey.
Complex, vibrant aftertaste.

GARDEN
This brand new plot of tea is yet
another success story in this pioneering
organic tea farmer's efforts. These
heirloom Wuyi plants were cultivated
completely naturally, with no fertilizers
or even irrigation! This organic purist of
a farmer is committed to allowing the
tea plants to survive on their own with
the conviction that they will develop a
natural root base that will provide
optimal nourishment for the plant. This
in turn produces more substantial
constituents in the new growth leaves
that are harvested.

THE STORY OF THIS TEA
When we recently sat down at this
farmer's tea table and were served this
tea for the first time, we truly felt like it
may be the best Black Tea we've ever
tasted. It's incredibly rich and smooth
yet also carries a complexity and vibrant
character that is unique in our
experience. The fact that we have been
offered the first substantial crop from
this newly planted organic plot of
heirloom Wuyi Oolong tea only months
after we procured our first batch of
Wuyi ever from a nearby farm has us
very excited! This is living proof that

local tea growers in this are reclaiming
their heritage for producing specialty
teas. And this farmer is an anomaly in
his farming practice. Not only is he
pioneering farming methods that we
have never seen or heard of in Taiwan
before. He is also producing some
unique and superior batches of tea.
Finding a batch of an early spring
harvest from an Oolong strain of tea
that has been made into Black Tea in
itself is very rare. But a preliminary
batch of Wuyi Oolong from new plants
grown by truly organic and natural
methods is unique. These plants have
been cultivated completely naturally,
without any assistance from fertilizers
or pest prevention at all. This is the
most radical anomaly about this 21st
Century pioneering tea farmer. The only
assistance he provided to the young
saplings was to use a layer of leaf mulch
to prevent excessive weed growth that
would overtake the new plants, and also
to maintain moisture content in the soil
after rain. There is no irrigation involved
at all in his farming practice. As the
plants are still young, the yield was
minimal — less than 50 kg total were
made from this harvest.
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This month's batch that we've
discovered and get to share with our
Tea Club members gives us renewed
inspiration and confidence that we
really are sharing something that can't
be found on the market. By visiting the
sources that we find most interesting
and representative of specialty tea
producers, we are able to share the
fruits of their innovative efforts. This
continually reminds us that we are
doing something quite special. We are
really sharing our explorations of a
world that never ceases to provide new
and surprising gifts of knowledge about
tea culture, and also unique batches of
tea of course!
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